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About Alliance for Justice and Bolder Advocacy
Alliance for Justice (AFJ) is a national association of more 
than 130 organizations representing a broad array of 
groups committed to progressive values and the creation 
of an equitable, just, and free society. For 40 years, AFJ has 
promoted active engagement in the democratic process 
by giving nonprofits and foundations the confidence to 
advocate effectively. Within AFJ, Bolder Advocacy supports 
this engagement by helping foundations and their nonprofit 
grantees understand the complex rules governing advocacy. 
Bolder Advocacy offers resources, best practices, tools, 
coaching, and a Technical Assistance Hotline (866-NP-LOBBY). 
Bolder Advocacy also works to protect and expand the right 
of nonprofits and foundations to advocate. Learn more at 
bolderadvocacy.org.

About this resource
This publication, designed for LGBTQ groups, is a short 
overview of the laws and regulations that apply to 501(c)(3) 
public charities when they engage in lobbying and advocacy, 
including how to shape advocacy during an election year. This 
resource should be considered an informational overview of the 
rules that apply to advocacy and is not intended as legal advice. 
For more comprehensive information, please visit Bolder 
Advocacy’s website where you can find an extensive library of 
resources, including fact sheets and in-depth publications.

http://www.afj.org/
http://www.bolderadvocacy.org
http://www.bolderadvocacy.org/
http://www.bolderadvocacy.org/
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The term “advocacy” encompasses a broad range of activities intended to influence public policy. 
From research and public education to lobbying and voter education, advocacy is the number 
one way nonprofits can advance the issues they care about and help bring about systemic, lasting 
change.

Effective advocacy enables members of the LGBTQ community to shape the public discourse on all 
issues of public life surrounding sexual orientation and gender identity.

How is advocacy different from lobbying?
Lobbying is only one kind of advocacy. There are many avenues of advocacy in which nonprofits 
can engage that do not constitute lobbying. Federal tax law defines lobbying only; much public 
policy work does not meet the definition of lobbying.SSESS: ADVOCACY CAPACITY TOOL (ACT)

Use our Advocacy Capacity Tool (ACT) to assess your advocacy skills, identify gaps and strategic 
opportunities, focus resources to strengthen your organization and achieve the best results 
possible. 

What kind of work goes into advocacy?
Want to know what advocacy looks like in the field? Here are some definitions and examples from 
LGBTQ organizations.

•	 Organize: Build power at the base. Advocates for Youth trains and supports over 2000 youth 
activists each year to help them reach their peers. They provide them with information and 
advocacy on inclusive reproductive and sexual health issues, including an LGBTQ-inclusive 
sex ed curriculum for schools to use.

•	 Educate legislators: Provide information on issues. The #BornPerfect advocacy campaign 
lead by the National Center for Lesbian Rights (NCLR) was created to secure legislation 
protecting LGBTQ youth from conversion therapy in all 50 states. The campaign created 
a toolkit for lawmakers and activists and state-by-state tracking of laws and legislation. It 
curated stories from survivors, and even engaged in impact litigation defending laws that 
ban conversion therapy.

•	 Educate the public: Provide information on their legal rights. The National Center for 
Transgender Equality (NCTE) published a factsheet for students, parents, and teachers on 
students’ rights under Title IX, which prohibits sex discrimination in schools that receive 
public funds. It also maintains state-specific interactive site explaining the requirements 
for updating one’s name and gender marker on documents. 

https://www.bolderadvocacy.org/tools-for-effective-advocacy/evaluating-advocacy/advocacy-capacity-tool
http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/
http://www.nclrights.org/our-work/bornperfect/
https://transequality.org/
https://transequality.org/
https://transequality.org/sites/default/files/docs/kyr/KYR-school-June17.pdf
https://transequality.org/documents
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•	 Educate the public: Provide information on legislative initiatives and regulations. The 
National LGBTQ Taskforce issued guidance on the Trump Administration’s proposed 
“Conscience Rule” that would permit health care workers to deny care based upon religious 
or moral beliefs. View the guidance here.

Equality Illinois planned an Advocacy 
Day complete with lobbying training, 
transportation, box lunch, and 
meetings with state lawmakers. 
Depending upon the content of the 
meetings, this activity may constitute 
lobbying. Equality Illinois is a 
501(c)(4) organization. But 
educational and lobbying efforts can 
be 501(c)(3) permissible. 

•	 Educate the public: provide information on where elected officials stand on the issues. The 
Human Rights Campaign published a blog post about where the Trump administration 
stands on LGBTQ issues, and a Congressional Scorecard after the latest Congressional 
session. Both communications are permissible if 501(c)(3) organizations follow certain 
precautions. For more information on how to comment on elected officials and create 
voting records, check out Rules of the Game, pages 27 and 28.

•	 Research: Produce resources that reflect the real story of the community. The National 
Center for Transgender Equality conducted and published a US Transgender Survey.
The survey was full of facts and figures to inform the public, media, activists, judges, and 
policymakers on the well-being of transgender people in the U.S., including discrimination 
and violence that they face. Transgender individuals have been successful in using these 
statistics to persuade judges to seal the records of clients seeking a name or gender change 
to protect their safety from an increased risk of physical harm due to their identity.

Sage USA created a policy manual on improving housing security for older LGBTQ adults. 
Nonpartisan analysis such as this can include policy recommendations.

•	 Hold a Rally: Mobilize for your cause. Out Youth in Austin, Texas created 
a campaign called #TakeMyHandTexas and a button that allies could 
wear to let transgender youth know the wearer would accompany the 
youth into any gendered space, or even out for a cup of coffee. This 
campaign has enabled allies to join the cause and start conversations.

The Transgender Law Center has created a Twitter campaign 
#ACAPositive to bring awareness to discussions of transgender members 
living with HIV and the life and death consequences of access to health 
care. 

•	 Regulatory Advocacy: Take action at the agencies. To ensure all voices have a role in 
shaping health care plans, Raising Women’s Voices provides funding and technical 
assistance to place women and LGBTQ members of the community on policy-making 
panels for ACA marketplace health plans. Their main focus has been to ensure health 
plans explicitly do not discriminate against women and LGBTQ patients and have 
adequate, culturally competent, inclusive providers in each network. Although RWV is 
a for-profit corporation, they are certified socially responsible by a group of nonprofits, 
and this type of activity is 501(c)(3) appropriate. 

https://www.thetaskforce.org/
https://www.thetaskforce.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Final-Healthcare-Conscience-Rule-FAQ.pdf
http://www.hrc.org/2016RepublicanFacts/donald-trump-opposes-nationwide-marriage-equality
https://www.hrc.org/resources/congressional-scorecard
https://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Rules_of_the_Game_paywall.pdf
https://transequality.org/
https://transequality.org/
http://www.ustranssurvey.org/
https://www.sageusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/sageusa-national-lgbt-elder-housing-strategy-brief.pdf
https://transgenderlawcenter.org/
http://raisingwomensvoices.net/womn-lgbt-friendly-mrktplces/
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The National Center for Transgender Equality worked with Washington DC’s mayor, 
Muriel Bowser and the DC Department of Motor Vehicles to issue non-binary gender 
markers on resident’s driver’s licenses and identification cards. 

•	 Voter Outreach: Voter registration drives, canvassing, GOTV activities, voter protection 
activities, candidate questionnaires, debates, and forums. The National Center for 
Transgender Equality has created a Voting While Trans Checklist to provide resources 
to transgender voters about voting and name/gender markers on identification 
documents and poll lists. 

While 501(c)(3)s cannot distribute candidates’ campaign materials, it is legal and safe 
for (c)(3) organizations to distribute government publications on voting and voter 
registration provided they distribute them in a nonpartisan way.

•	 Trainings and Conferences: Host a webinar or in-person training/conference. Beyond Bold 
and Brave was founded to increase the visibility of Black/African Descent Lesbians in our 
communities, and each year hosts an annual conference for community members and 
allies. A conference presents unique opportunities to engage supporters, network, and 
partner with coalitions or sponsors to help offset the cost of the event and support the 
important work your organization conducts. 

•	 Write an op-ed: Share our expertise on the issue with media. NCTE and The Leadership 
Conference on Civil and Human Rights jointly wrote an op-ed on President Trump’s 
judicial nominees and the threat they pose to LGBT equality. 

Lambda Legal and Alliance for Justice jointly bylined an op-ed on the hypocrisy of the 
Trump administration’s pledge to end the HIV/AIDS epidemic while appointing judges 
who will roll back health care access for LGBTQ people.

•	 Litigation: Win in court for your community. 
The LGBT Bar Association updates followers 
on legal victories through tweets and their 
website.

NCLR  and GLAAD filed a lawsuit 
challenging the President’s executive 
orders banning transgender 
members from serving in the military. 
 
A number of nonprofits signed onto 
an amicus brief in the Masterpiece 
Cakeshop case, defending the rights 
of LGBTQ customers to access public 
businesses. A sampling of those that 
joined were: Lambda Legal Defense 
and Education Fund, GLAAD, American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), American Bar 
Association, NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, NCLR, Transgender Law Center 
and more.

501(c)(3) public charities can initiate and join impact litigation that aligns with their 
mission.

•	 Draft a petition or create a campaign: Demand change by lawmakers or companies. 
PFLAG created an online letter for family members to share their stories with members 
of Congress about why the Equality Act is important to their family and community. 
View the letter here.

https://medium.com/transequalitynow/washington-d-c-to-include-gender-neutral-markers-on-identification-and-drivers-licenses-aabc692f6d40
http://www.transequality.org/sites/default/files/docs/resources/voting%20while%20trans.pdf
http://www.transequality.org/sites/default/files/docs/resources/voting%20while%20trans.pdf
http://www.transequality.org/sites/default/files/docs/resources/voting%20while%20trans.pdf
https://www.beyondboldandbrave.org/black-lesbian-conference-2018
https://www.beyondboldandbrave.org/black-lesbian-conference-2018
https://civilrights.org/advocate-op-ed-civil-rights-leaders-highlight-trump-judicial-nominees-attack-lgbt-rights/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-has-vowed-to-end-the-hivaids-epidemic-his-court-picks-have-other-ideas?via=newsletter&source=DDMorning
http://www.nclrights.org/press-room/press-release/nclr-and-glad-file-lawsuit-challenging-trumps-transgender-military-ban/
https://www.aclu.org/cases/masterpiece-cakeshop-v-colorado-civil-rights-commission
https://pflag.org/about
http://salsa4.salsalabs.com/o/51615/p/dia/action4/common/public/index.jsp?action_KEY=26084
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Depending upon the content of the petition/letter and the audience, the 
communication might be considered lobbying. 501(c)(3)s can lobby, but they must track, 
report and limit their lobbying. To understand whether a communication is a lobbying 
communication for IRS purposes, consult Being a Player. 

The Family Equality Council has created an Inclusive Schools campaign to ensure 
inclusive schools for LGBTQ families. To further their campaign, they have created the 
following tools for their members to use within their communities: Back to School tool; 
Creating Transgender Inclusive Schools manual; letter templates to elementary and 
middle/high schools for families to raise the issues surrounding inclusive schools; and 
Book Nook, a resource to recommend LGBTQ-inclusive books within school classrooms 
and libraries. 

•	 Lobbying: Advocate for or against specific legislation or ballot measures. Working on 
Ballot Measures – In April 2018, voters in Anchorage, Alaska rejected a discriminatory 
referendum that would prohibit transgender residents and visitors from using public 
facilities that correspond to their gender. The key to the campaign’s success was to 
center transgender individuals at the heart of the campaign in leadership, ads, and 
messaging. A coalition of nonprofits, individuals, and businesses joined together to form 
Fair Anchorage. You can read about their advocacy success here. 

After LGBTQ advocates had successfully worked to pass legislation to protect 
transgender individuals in public places in Massachusetts, voters were set to repeal 
the protections through a ballot measure. Nonprofits such as ACLU MA, Freedom for 
All Americans, GLAAD, Boston PFLAG and others formed a coalition and a website 
and created a ballot measure committee called Freedom for All MA that succeeded in 
protecting transgender individuals in public life. 

Working on Judicial Nominees – Equality Texas 
Foundation (a 501(c)(3)) and their coalition partners 
won a huge victory for all Americans when 
their research and advocacy brought about the 
withdrawal of President Trump’s nominee, Jeff 
Mateer, to the federal bench. An example of their 
advocacy tweets can be seen to the left. 

Lobbying for or against specific bills –NCLR, the 
National Center for Lesbian Rights, has partnered 
with other equality groups around the country 
to launch the Born Perfect campaign to pass 
legislation banning conversion therapy in every 
state. The campaign consists of educating the 
public and lawmakers, and actively lobbying. Maine 
and Colorado just banned conversion therapy in 
2019.

HRC, Advocates for Youth, Black and Pink, Family Equality Council and hundreds of 
nonprofit organizations worked to support the passage of the Equality Act in the House 
of Representatives. Nonprofits with a small lobbying budget could sign on to letters and 
endorse the act, while those with ability to lobby more could recruit volunteers, canvass 
voters to call their members, purchase advertising, conduct phone banks, support 
online petitions, etc.

https://www.bolderadvocacy.org/resource/being-a-player-a-guide-to-the-irs-lobbying-regulations-for-advocacy-charities/
https://www.familyequality.org/
https://www.aclu.org/blog/lgbt-rights/transgender-rights/victory-anchorage-belongs-transgender-community
https://www.freedommassachusetts.org/
https://www.ocpf.us/Filers/Index?q=95442&section=Reports
https://www.equalitytexas.org/
https://www.equalitytexas.org/
http://www.nclrights.org/
http://www.nclrights.org/our-work/bornperfect/
https://assets2.hrc.org/files/assets/resources/Orgs_Endorsing_EqualityAct.pdf?_ga=2.185351082.2053982678.1560367911-1020206960.1558389467
https://assets2.hrc.org/files/assets/resources/Orgs_Endorsing_EqualityAct.pdf?_ga=2.185351082.2053982678.1560367911-1020206960.1558389467
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There are many ways your organization can be bold and expand your advocacy. 

Inform your organization’s 
supporters about the current 

policies and problems affecting 
your community.

Evaluate your organization’s 
mission and goals, and examine 

whether current programs 
involve advocacy as a means to 
address problems or grievances 

in the community. If not, how 
could advocacy play a larger role 
in your organization’s programs?

Work in coalitions with groups 
whose vision and goals resonate 

with yours.

Together, with pooled staff and 
resources, parties in the coalition 
will be better equipped to take 

on campaigns and work for 
change.

Use  AFJ’s  free  online Advocacy 
Capacity Tool to assess your 

advocacy skills, identify specific 
gaps and strategic opportunities, 

focus resources to strengthen 
your organization, and achieve 

the best advocacy results 
possible.

Educate Evaluate

Collaborate Assess

https://bolderadvocacy.org/resource-library/tools-for-effective-advocacy/evaluating-advocacy/advocacy-capacity-tool-act/
https://bolderadvocacy.org/resource-library/tools-for-effective-advocacy/evaluating-advocacy/advocacy-capacity-tool-act/
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What do nonprofits need to know about lobbying? 
LOBBYING: INFLUENCING LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL LEGISLATION
There are times when lobbying is essential in order to create policy change. Under federal tax 
law, lobbying generally consists of communications that are intended to influence specific 
legislation. Nonprofits can and should lobby, but 501(c)(3) public charities need to stay within 
their annual lobbying limits.

PUBLIC CHARITIES CAN LOBBY
Much advocacy work, including efforts to influence executive branch actions, does not 
constitute lobbying for IRS purposes. Yet contrary to popular misconception, 501(c)(3) public 
charities—including houses of worship and community foundations—can lobby. In fact, the 
Internal Revenue Service has stated that public charities “may lobby freely” so long as lobbying is 
within generous specified limits.

How much lobbying your organization can engage in depends on the test it uses to calculate 
its limit - the optional “501(h) expenditure” test or the default “insubstantial part” test.

IRS LOBBYING FLOWCHART
This graphic can help you determine if your communication is considered lobbying under 
federal tax law rules for electing 501(c)(3) organizations. It does not cover situations or 
communications that take place in a candidate election context.

NO

NO

 Are you meeting with others to plan 
or creating materials that will be used 

for direct communication?

YESNO

YES

NO

Legislation can be at the federal, state, or local level, or a ballot measure.

 Does your communication refer to specific proposed or pending 
legislation or an appointment needing Senate confirmation?

YES

 Is it directed to a legislator (including staff), or the voting public for a ballot measure?

Lobbying exceptions: nonpartisan analysis; self-defense; technical advice or 
assistance; or discussion of broad social issue.

 Does it meet one of the lobbying exceptions?

YES

NO

 Does it express a view on the proposed or pending legislation or the appointment?
YES

 Is it directed to the general public?
YES

Examples of a call to action include asking recipients to 
contact legislators or providing a method to do so.

 Does it include a call to action?

YES

NO

NO

 It’s probably direct lobbying. 
Keep track of expenditures, 

including staff time.  It’s probably not lobbying.
 It’s probably grassroots lobbying.

Keep track of expenditures,
including staff time.

http://bolderadvocacy.org/glossary/legislation
http://bolderadvocacy.org/glossary/legislation
http://www.bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Being_A_Player_paywall.pdf
http://www.bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Being_A_Player_paywall.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/blog/what-is-a-call-to-action
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Keeping_Track_paywall.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Keeping_Track_paywall.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Keeping_Track_paywall.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Keeping_Track_paywall.pdf
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What counts as lobbying?
Federal tax law controls how much lobbying 501(c)(3) organizations can do. Public charities 
measure their lobbying under either the insubstantial part test or the 501(h) expenditure 
test. While lobbying is not as clearly defined under the insubstantial part test as it is under 
the expenditure test, your organization can still lobby. The following provides an overview 
of how lobbying is defined for organizations that measure their lobbying under the 501(h) 
expenditure test.

Direct Lobbying
Communication with a legislator that 

expresses a view about specific legislation.

Grassroots Lobbying
Communication with the public that 

expresses a view about specific legislation 
and includes a call to action.

In order for an action to be considered direct lobbying or grassroots lobbying it must contain 
the elements below. It is not lobbying if one or more of the required elements is missing. 

Understanding the meaning of each element is key.

Communication: A conversation (in person 
or by phone), letter, email, fax, social media 
post, or other creative mechanism to convey a 
message. 

Legislator: A member of a legislative body 
or her staff. In addition, executive branch 
officials who participate in the formulation 
of legislation are considered legislators (such 
as the governor or mayor when vetoing, 
signing, or proposing a bill). Members of 
administrative bodies, however, such as 
school boards, housing authorities, and other 
special purposes bodies, whether elected or 
appointed, are not considered legislators.

Public: Anyone but a legislator or member 
of an organization. Communications to 
an organization’s members are treated 
more favorably, so a communication to an 
organization’s members that urges them to 
contact legislators to express a view about 
specific legislation is considered to be direct 
lobbying. For this purpose, a member is 
someone who has given more than a small 
amount of time or money to the organization.

Specific Legislation: A bill or resolution that 
has been introduced in a legislative body or a 
specific proposal to solve a problem. Specific 
legislation includes budget appropriations 
and taxes, and attempts to influence the 
confirmation of judicial and executive 
branch nominees. A proposal may qualify as 
specific legislation even if it has not yet been 

introduced, been written down, or even fully 
fleshed out.

Specific legislation does not include 
rulemakings or promulgation of regulations, 
executive orders, litigation, or attempts to 
enforce existing laws.

Call to action: A specific means of 
encouraging the communication’s recipient 
to take lobbying action. A call to action must 
include one of the following actions: 1) Tell the 
recipient to contact a legislator. 2) Provide 
information on how the recipient can contact 
his legislator, such as providing the phone 
number or address. 3) Provide a mechanism 
for enabling the recipient to contact his 
legislator, such as a postcard, petition, or 
email form. 4) Identify a legislator who will 
vote on the legislation as being opposed to 
or undecided about the organization’s view 
on the legislation, a member of a legislative 
committee who will vote on the legislation, or 
the recipient’s legislator.

Ballot measure activity is considered 
direct lobbying. Although ballot measures, 
such as referenda, bond measures, and 
ballot initiatives, are determined at the 
voting booth, efforts for or against them 
are considered direct lobbying, not 
impermissible electoral activity. Efforts aimed 
at convincing the public to support or oppose 
ballot measures are direct lobbying since the 
voting public serves as the legislature.
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Lobbying exceptions.

There are four statutory exceptions to these definitions. Any communication that meets one of 
these exceptions does not count as lobbying:

Nonpartisan analysis, study, or research:  The 
communication must provide a full and 
fair exposition of the underlying facts and 
it must be made available to the general 
public, a segment of the general public, 
or to governmental bodies or employees. 
The document should provide enough 
information to allow readers to draw their 
own conclusions about the issue, even if the 
report itself contains a specific conclusion. For 
example, an organization might write a paper 
discussing the need for access to healthcare by 
low-income children, which might conclude 
with a recommendation for increased funding 
for state child health insurance.

Examinations and discussions of broad 
social, economic, and similar problems:  
Communications on general topics that are 
also the subject of specific legislation must 
not refer to specific legislation or directly 
encourage the recipients to take action.

Technical assistance:  The communication 
must be in response to a written request by a 
legislative body, committee, or subcommittee 
(not an individual legislator), and it must 
be made available to all members of the 
requesting body. As an example, the executive 
director of a public charity, in response to a 
written request from the chair of a legislative 
committee, could testify in support of a ban 
on conversion therapy bill, without counting 
the expenses toward the organization’s lobbying 
limits.

Self defense: The communication must be 
with a legislative body regarding possible 
actions of that body that could affect the 
organization’s existence, powers, duties, 
tax-exempt status, or the deductibility 
of contributions to the organization. For 
instance, proposed legislation to eliminate the 
tax-deductibility of contributions to 501(c)(3) 
organizations would fall within the so-called 
“self defense” exception.

Maximizing your lobbying limit.
Most organizations will be able to engage in more lobbying by electing to measure their 
lobbying under Section 501(h) of the Internal Revenue Code.

LOBBYING UNDER THE 501(H) EXPENDITURE TEST 

The 501(h) expenditure test provides more generous lobbying limits than the insubstantial 
part test
It defines a clear dollar amount that the electing public charity may spend on lobbying, 
and lobbying limits vary depending on the size of an organization’s annual expenditures. 
Organizations with overall expenditures of $500,000 or less per year, for example, can spend as 
much as 20% of their budget on lobbying.

An electing public charity may spend up to a quarter of its overall lobbying limit on 
grassroots lobbying or up to the entire amount on direct lobbying
For example, if your organization’s overall lobbying limit is $100,000, you could spend up to 
$25,000 on grassroots lobbying and then $75,000 on direct lobbying or alternatively spend the 
full $100,000 on direct lobbying.
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You can use the chart below or our online calculator to determine your organization’s lobbying 
limit.

Under the 501(h) election, organizations only consider their lobbying expenditures. Cost-free 
activities, such as volunteer time, do not count against the organization’s lobbying limits 
because the organization does not pay for these activities.

You may also allocate the costs of certain activities that have both lobbying and non-lobbying 
purposes under the 501(h) election. For example, if an executive director flies to Washington, 
DC, for a four-day trip, of which three days will be spent at an educational conference while 
the fourth day is spent lobbying, it is usually appropriate to count 25 percent of the costs the 
organization paid for travel expenses as lobbying costs.

Remember: churches and other houses of worship cannot take advantage of the 501(h) 
expenditure test.

Complete Form 5768 to make the 501(h) election
A 501(c)(3) public charity may use the 501(h) expenditure test (commonly referred to as 
“making the 501(h) election”) by filing the simple Form 5768 with the IRS. All you need is your 
organization’s basic information, such as address and employer identification number. You 
only have to file once. Complete the form and the election applies retroactively to the first day 
of the tax year in which the form is filed. It also applies to all subsequent years. Don’t worry - if 
you ever want to go back to the insubstantial part test, all you have to do is send in Form 5768 
again to revoke the 501(h) election for the next tax year. 

It’s good practice to keep a copy of the completed Form 5768 for your records so that 5, 10, or 
20 years from now, it’ll be easy to confirm the lobbying test under which your organization is 
operating.

What kind of lobbying records must an electing nonprofit keep?
Public Charities that have taken the 501(h) election will need to track and report their lobbying 
expenditures, which will include direct and indirect costs. Electing organizations will need to 
complete Schedule C on the Form 990. Charities need to keep records that are sufficient to 
report their activities.

LOBBYING UNDER THE INSUBSTANTIAL PART TEST
The insubstantial part test is the default test that applies if the public charity does not make the 
affirmative step of electing to use 501(h) —and to churches, which are unable to use 501(h). While 
the 501(h) election provides a clearer standard for measuring lobbying, public charities that 
have not taken the 501(h) election should not be deterred from lobbying.

Organization’s 
Expenditures

$500,000 or 
less

$500,000 to 
$1 million

$1 million to 
$1.5 million

$1.5 million to 
$17 million

Over $17 
million

Overall 
Lobbying 

Limit

20% $100,000 
+ 15% of 

excess over 
$500,000

$175,000 + 
10% of excess 
over $1 million

$225,000 + 
5% of excess 

over $1.5 
million

$1,000,000

https://bolderadvocacy.org/501h-lobbying-calculator
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What is considered an “insubstantial” amount of lobbying?
The insubstantial part test requires that “no substantial part of a charity’s activities…be carrying on 
propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation.” Therefore, a charity’s lobbying must 
be an “insubstantial” part of its overall activities. The IRS has provided no absolute guidance on how 
much lobbying is “substantial.” A 1952 federal court decision states that 5% of an organization’s 
“time and effort” was an insubstantial part of its overall activities. Most tax practitioners 
generally advise that charities can safely devote 3-5% of their overall activities toward lobbying.

As an example, a 501(c)(3) public charity not normally involved in influencing legislation wishes 
to sign onto a letter that endorses specific legislation (e.g., support LGBTQ Data Inclusion Act). 
This activity would be considered lobbying, but because the time spent by the organization to 
sign on to the letter would not be a substantial part of the its overall activities, it is permissible to 
engage in this type of policy advocacy.

The lobbying limit imposed by the insubstantial part test is based on an organization’s 
overall activities, not just its expenditures
The IRS considers not only the funds spent on lobbying by the organization, but also factors 
such as the amount of time and energy devoted to legislative matters regardless of cost. 
Volunteer lobbying efforts on behalf of the organization will count towards its lobbying limits.

For example, a 501(c)(3) public charity that provides health screenings to LGBTQ individuals is 
concerned about proposed cuts in the state budget to key health care programs. The 
501(c)(3) decides to organize a bus trip for its volunteers and clients to the state capitol to 
protest the budget cuts. Under the insubstantial part test, the time of the volunteers and 
clients, the cost of chartering the bus, the cost of meals provided, any additional costs of the 
trip, and any staff time associated with organizing and attending the trip would be lobbying.

The organization should make a reasonable estimate of the total number of hours that 
volunteers devote to the organization and then allocate such time between legislative and 
non-legislative  activities to determine the percentage of overall volunteer activities devoted to 
lobbying. Organizations probably need only track efforts by those who volunteer in some type 
of organized capacity.

What is considered lobbying?
Guidance as to what constitutes lobbying under the insubstantial part test is vague. An 
organization will be regarded as lobbying if it:

 • Contacts members of a legislative body (local, state, federal, even international) for the 
purpose of proposing, supporting, or opposing legislation, OR

 • Urges the public to contact members of a legislative body for the purpose of proposing, 
supporting, or opposing legislation, OR

 • Advocates for the adoption or rejection of legislation, OR
 • Communicates with the general public and reflects a view on a ballot initiative.

What is not considered lobbying?
Communications that discuss only broad principles, as opposed to specific legislation, would 
not count as lobbying. For example, it would probably not
be considered lobbying to run an ad that says “Minnesotans care about protecting 
transgender students privacy. Congressman Taylor, will you join us?” While 501(c)(3)s are 
prohibited from supporting and opposing candidates for public office, they can criticize or 
praise incumbents for their official actions or votes, as long as they follow certain guidelines.
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What kind of lobbying records must a nonprofit keep?
Schedule C of the Form 990 requires charities using the insubstantial part test to report whether 
the charity lobbied via volunteers, paid staff, advertisements, mailings (to members, legislators, 
or the public), published statements, grants to others for lobbying, direct contact with legislators, 
public events, or other means and to report any expenditures for each such activity. Charities using 
the insubstantial part test must also provide a “detailed description” of any lobbying activities that 
fall outside of those categories, which the form’s instructions clearly state “should include all 
lobbying activities, whether expenses are incurred or not.” Charities need to keep records that 
are sufficient to report their activities.

WHEN DOES YOUR ACTIVITY BECOME LOBBYING?
If your organization is a 501(h) electing charity, IRS regulations clearly state that costs, such as 
transportation, photocopying, and other similar expenses, spent in support of lobbying are 
expenditures for lobbying communications. This includes all staff time and overhead costs that 
support lobbying.
When does the clock start ticking under the 501(h) election?
You must begin measuring your lobbying activity when the primary purpose of your preparation 
or research is to engage in lobbying activity.

Example: An organization researches, prepares, and prints a safety code for electrical wiring. The 
organization sells the code to the public where it is widely used by professionals in 
the installation of electrical wiring. A number of states codify all, or part, of the code of 
standards as mandatory safety standards.

On occasion, the organization lobbied state legislators for passage of the code of 
standards for safety reasons.

Because the primary purpose of preparing the code of standards was the promotion 
of public safety and the standards were specifically used in a profession for that 
purpose, separate from any legislative requirement, the research, preparation, 
printing, and public distribution of the code of standards is not an expenditure for a 
lobbying communication (26 CFR 56.4911-2 – Example 2).

Example: The same organization prepares the safety code primarily to have it codified in the 
state legislature. All of the preparation costs, including staff time spent on research, 
transportation costs, photocopying, and other similar expenses, incurred in 
lobbying state legislators for passage of the code of standards into law are reportable 
direct lobbying expenditures.

When does the clock start ticking under the insubstantial part test?
Attempting to influence legislation does not necessarily begin at the moment the 
organization first addresses itself to the public or to the legislature. All of the facts and 
circumstances are considered when determining when preparation and research is 
considered in support of lobbying communications.

Time spent in discussing public issues, formulating and agreeing upon positions, and studying 
them in preparation of adopting a position all count as lobbying.
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Example: An organization is active in promoting legislation on education and health issues. 
The time spent on the lobbying activity counts towards the “insubstantial part” of 
the organization’s activities. All time spent preparing publications that indicate a 
position on legislation are included as lobbying preparation. Prior statements or 
articles setting forth the organization’s general positions that do not relate to any 
specific legislation is not included as lobbying.

Lobbying do’s and don’ts.

Most lobbying meetings are short—perhaps only 15 minutes or less. Be prepared to get the most 
out of your meeting.

Don’t: Do: 

Expect unpredictability. If you are lobbying 
on a day the legislature is in session, don’t be 
surprised if a legislator’s schedule changes. 
Offer to meet the legislator or staff member at a 
different time or place if an important meeting 
gets changed.

Have a plan for the meeting. You should 
have a lobbying plan before you meet with 
a legislator or their staff. Decide in advance 
who will speak on which topics. Don’t allow 
yourself to be diverted from the purpose of 
the meeting.

Listen. At a lobby visit you are there to get 
an answer to your ask, and to learn about the 
legislator’s thoughts about your bill or issue. 
Listen to what the legislator has to say. You 
can often learn valuable information about the 
status of a bill.

Have the solution. Is the purpose of your 
meeting to make the legislator aware of a 
problem? If yes, your position will be significantly 
stronger if you also can propose a solution. You 
could draft amendments to a law or proposed 
legislation, or draft a new law or a resolution that 
the legislator could consider introducing. 

Forget your “ask.” Every lobby meeting should 
have an ask. Do you want the legislator to 
support a bill? If yes, ask for their support. 
You can also ask a legislator to sponsor or co-
sponsor a piece of legislation, to talk to his or 
her colleagues about supporting the bill, or 
for help in getting it on a committee or floor 
agenda. 

Overlook the importance of staff. Legislative 
staff act as the eyes and ears for the legislator. 
Staff will often have more expertise in an 
issue area than the legislator, especially when 
legislators are term-limited and only work on 
an issue temporarily. If you meet with staff, ask 
them where the legislator stands on the issue 
and what concerns the legislator may have on 
it.

Make up answers. No one knows everything. 
If the legislator asks a question you cannot 
answer, say you will follow up with the 
information, or offer to connect the legislator 
with an expert who can answer their question. 
Either offer leaves a great opening for a follow-
up visit.

Get more lobbying do’s and don’ts at bolderadvocacy.org

https://bolderadvocacy.org/resource/amplify-voice-lobbying-dos-donts
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Candidates for public office sometimes say things that are incorrect, or with which nonprofits 
disagree, and nonprofits may wish to set the record straight. While 501(c)(3) organizations may 
continue to engage in education and advocacy to promote their issues during the election 
season, they are strictly prohibited from supporting or opposing candidates for public office. 
So how can 501(c)(3) organizations respond to candidates or political parties and remain 
nonpartisan? By being very deliberate and careful with their statements.

Commenting on a candidate or party in the context of an election. 
501(c)(3) organizations that want to comment on candidate or political party statements need 
to be careful. The IRS has provided little guidance on how to handle such communications. A 
501(c)(3) should have a good reason to speak up in these situations—like correcting a factual 
error—and the subject should be one that is important to the organization.

Below is a short list of what representatives of a 501(c)(3)s should do.

 • Focus on what was said (the issue), not who said it (the candidate).
 • Decide who will speak publicly on behalf of the 501(c)(3) organization, so that non-

designated staff will not inadvertently say something inappropriate.
 • Script responses before talking to reporters.
 • Avoid talking about a candidate’s qualifications or whether someone is a good or bad 

candidate.
 • Avoid discussing a candidate’s record; commenting on a candidate’s record is very close to 

commenting on a candidate’s qualifications or whether he or she should be elected.
 • Avoid talking about voters and making references to the election. For example, instead of 

saying “Voters will not accept…” say, “Americans won’t accept……”
 • Avoid identifying the candidate by name. It is better to say: “During the recent Republican 

debate, statements were made about X. We disagree…”
 • Be very cautious if a reporter asks about which candidate is better on the 501(c)(3)’s issues, 

or whether the 501(c)(3) agrees with a statement a candidate made, or identify which 
candidates are pro-choice.

 • Issue a disclaimer (“As you know, we’re a 501(c)(3) and can’t endorse candidates”) in a one-
on-one conversation or in a press release.

It is permissible to monitor information about what candidates say and do during the 
campaign
The risk for 501(c)(3) organizations arises when they communicate something that could be 
perceived as attempting to influence voters. Organizations can gather information, but must 
be careful about using that information publicly, including in communications with allies, 
coalition partners, and members.
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A 501(c)(3) organization may want to urge all candidates to take a stand or act on an issue, 
without commenting on specific candidate actions
For example, a 501(c)(3) organization may want to urge both major party candidates in the 
presidential race to take more forceful action on the issue of illegal guns and violence. A     
501(c)(3) making this kind of communication should be careful to avoid discussing candidates’ 
positions should focus on the need for all candidates to take action.

WHAT CAN 501(C)(3)S DO DURING ELECTIONS?
Federal tax law explicitly prohibits activity by 501(c)(3) organizations that supports or opposes 
candidates for public office, but it also recognizes the importance of their participation in 
the democratic process. The law allows charities to engage in a wide variety of nonpartisan 
election-related activities, including voter registration and education as well as ballot measure 
campaigns.

The IRS prohibits what it calls “campaign intervention” by 501(c)(3) organizations. A 501(c)(3) 
organization may not help or hurt the chances for election of any particular candidate or group 
of candidates, regardless of political party affiliation. A 501(c)(3)’s role during an election must be 
educational – and to encourage civic participation. Although there is a lot a 501(c)(3) can do 
around an election, the organization needs to stop short of directly or indirectly telling people 
how to vote or for whom to vote.

With certain restrictions, a 501(c)(3) MAY do the following:
 • Engage in limited lobbying, including work on ballot measures.
 • Continue to advocate for the organization’s issues during an election year.
 • Educate all of the candidates on public interest issues within the purview of the 

organization.
 • Criticize sitting elected officials, especially if the organization has a history of doing so.
 • Publish nonpartisan legislative scorecards that educate voters on a broad range of issues.
 • Conduct nonpartisan public education and training sessions about participation in the 

political process.
 • Prepare candidate questionnaires and create voter guides.
 • Rent, at fair market value, mailing lists and facilities to other organizations, legislators, and 

candidates if an on-going activity and not arranged only for a particular candidate or party.
 • Conduct nonpartisan get-out-the-vote and voter registration drives.
 • Canvass the public on issues.
 • Sponsor candidate debates.
 • Work with all political parties to get its positions included on the party’s platform.
 • Distribute communications in close proximity to the election that do not expressly 

advocate for the election or defeat of the candidate, but refer to a candidate (often 
described as “electioneering communications”).

 • Conduct voter protection activities.
 • Establish an affiliated 501(c)(4) organization, which can engage in partisan electoral activity 

as a secondary activity.

The IRS considers ballot measure advocacy to be lobbying, not election activity. A 501(c)(3) public 
charity can support or oppose ballot measures (and should count the cost against its lobbying 
limits), but should avoid tying its ballot measure messages to candidates or political parties.
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WHAT CAN’T 501(C)(3)S DO DURING AN ELECTION? 
 • Endorse candidates for public office.
 • Make any campaign contributions (whether monetary or in-kind).
 • Make expenditures on behalf of candidates.
 • Restrict rental of their mailing lists and facilities to certain candidates or parties.
 • Ask candidates to sign pledges on any issue (for instance, ask candidates if they promise to 

support the DREAM Act if elected).
 • Increase the volume or amount of criticism of sitting officials who are also candidates, as 

election time approaches.
 • Publish or communicate anything that explicitly or implicitly favors or opposes a 

candidate.
 • Highlight the differences between candidates for public office on a high-profile issue on 

which the candidates in an election have diverging views.
 • Make a positive or critical reference to someone in his or her status as a candidate.
 • Engage in issue advocacy when your organization cannot articulate a clear non-electoral 

purpose for the activity or communication.
 • Criticize sitting legislators or other elected officials by attacking their personal 

characteristics or attacking them in their status as a candidate, rather than focusing on the 
substance of a policy issue.

Praising and criticizing incumbents
Public charities play an important role in educating the public about policy issues and actions 
taken by their elected officials. Elected officials vote on bills, make public statements and 
executive decisions, or take other actions as part of their official duties. These actions may 
be consistent with or conflict with a nonprofit’s position on an issue. As part of an advocacy 
campaign, a nonprofit may want to publicize its views by criticizing or praising an elected 
public official for her actions in paid advertising in newspapers, on the radio, or online, as well 
as billboards, mailers and other materials that praise or criticize the policy positions or votes of 
elected officials.

CRITICIZING OFFICIAL ACTIONS OR VOTES OF INCUMBENTS
501(c)(3) public charities can criticize or praise the votes or official actions of incumbent 
legislators or executive branch officials. However, in the months preceding an election, the 
IRS may view positive or negative comments about an incumbent who is also a candidate 
as “intervention” in the campaign. The IRS will apply a “facts and circumstances” analysis to 
determine whether a nonprofit’s public communication regarding an issue of concern to 
the organization is conducted in a non- partisan manner or is instead an impermissible 
attempt for the 501(c)(3) organization to support or oppose a candidate. To avoid campaign 
intervention, a 501(c)(3) conducting public communications in an election year should:

•	 Focus on official actions only. Comment on official actions; do not mention an 
incumbent’s candidacy or re-election.

•	 Time communications to coincide with policy actions. A communication that is timed 
to coincide with, and discusses a specific upcoming legislative vote or administrative 
hearing, is less likely to be viewed as partisan political activity. Similarly, if the 
communication occurs directly after or in close proximity to a vote or other official 
decision, with a view toward influencing future actions, it is more likely to be viewed 
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as nonpartisan advocacy. For example, it would likely be viewed as non-electoral for a 
group that has a history of working on immigration reform to urge the public to contact 
the President, who is also running for reelection, and ask him to show leadership on 
passing the DREAM Act in the weeks before a possible vote on the DREAM Act.

•	 Have a track-record of working on the issue. Include the communication as part of an 
ongoing series of communications by the organization on the same issue. The public 
charity should be able to demonstrate to the IRS a history of engagement on the issue 
during nonelection times of the year. For example, if an organization sponsors a blog 
that comments on the actions and votes of elected officials on a regular basis, it is less 
likely to raise concern when the organization continues similar comments on legislators 
in an election year. Or, if a public charity has been pressuring legislators to adopt its views 
on certain legislation, and a legislator votes against those recommendations, the group is 
permitted to continue calling public attention to how the incumbent voted, even during 
the election campaign.

•	 Use nonpartisan criteria only. Ensure the criteria used to choose the legislator featured 
in the communication are nonpartisan and is not related to his or her candidacy. For 
example, the advertisement or mailer might focus on the positions of legislators who 
are on a key committee and therefore in important decision-making roles related to the 
issue at hand, or represent a part of the state or country where the nonprofit has a lot of 
members or has historically been active. Focusing communications on legislators who 
are in marginal districts or in districts where the issue featured in the communication 
is a divisive campaign issue would not likely be viewed by the IRS as appropriate 
nonpartisan criteria.

•	 Include legislators not up for re-election. If ads are being run or communications 
distributed in multiple places, it is safer for a public charity to focus the communications 
on a mix of legislators running for re-election as well as legislators not up for election to 
demonstrate the organization’s nonpartisan targeting.

•	 Pay attention to timing. Ensure communications are not appearing in print, on the radio 
or TV, too close to an election. The closer to an election, primary or general election, the 
more likely the communication will be treated by the IRS as campaign activity.

•	 Use caution when the issue distinguishes candidates. Do not raise the issue in your 
communication in order to distinguish candidates for a given office.

•	 Avoid overlap with affiliated 501(c)(4). A public charity should not sponsor 
communications about an elected official running for re-election when it also has an 
affiliated organization, such as a 501(c)(4), that is conducting partisan political activity 
regarding the same candidate.

TIP: Although 501(c)(3)s are prohibited from supporting and opposing candidate for office, 
federal and state campaign finance laws often regulate advertisements that mention 
candidates, if the advertisement is run within a certain number of days before an election. 
For example, broadcast ads thanking a sitting Congresswoman for action taken, when that 
Congresswoman is also a candidate for federal office, which are run within 60 days of a general 
election and 30 days of a primary, is classified as an “electioneering communication.” Donors 
contributing to the organization for the specific purpose of funding these electioneering 
communications must be disclosed.



In no circumstance should an organization consult with a candidate before ads are run 
or communications are distributed. A nonprofit is permitted to deliver copies of an ad to 
an incumbent once it has been shown to the public.

PRAISING INCUMBENTS
At times, organizations may also want to praise the activities of an elected official, including 
giving the official an award or recognizing the official’s leadership on a particular issue. 
Praising the acts of incumbents is treated the same as efforts to criticize incumbents for their 
actions. For example, an organization would want to be cautious about giving an award to an 
incumbent official too close to an election.

Activities to avoid
The following activities are more likely to be viewed by the IRS as campaign intervention and 
could put the 501(c)(3) organization’s tax status at risk:

 • Increasing the organization’s level of criticism or praise of an official or devoting a special 
issue of its publications to an incumbent’s favorable or unfavorable record.

 • Distributing more copies than usual of the publication during the campaign year.
 • Focusing on the personal character or qualifications of an incumbent or campaign 

contributions of the incumbent.
 • Connecting the organization’s criticism to voting in an election. For example, publicly 

remarking that an official is anti-____ and mentioning that people should register to vote.
 • Pointing out that a particular candidate’s actions (as opposed to official actions) or views 

are incorrect. For example, a 501(c)(3) should not urge the public to withhold campaign 
contributions for a Senator’s re-election if she votes for the repeal of the Affordable Care 
Act or remark that one candidate would be more trans-friendly if elected than another 
candidate.

The information contained in this fact sheet and any attachments is being provided for informational purposes only and not as part 
of an attorney-client relationship.The information is not a substitute for expert legal, tax, or other professional advice tailored to your 

specific circumstances, and may not be relied upon for the purposes of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed under the Internal 
Revenue Code. Alliance for Justice publishes plain-language guides on nonprofit advocacy topics, offers educational workshops on 

the laws governing the advocacy of nonprofits, and provides technical assistance for nonprofits engaging in advocacy. For additional 
information, please feel free to contact Alliance for Justice.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.
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